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INTRODUCTION
TEXT



« When you take a breath, you touch a part of the planet, with the inside of your body »
Tor Norretranders

Air is our smallest common integror. She, the planet earth, them, the humans, them, the 
animals, she, the water, us, the vegetation, and all other constituants of the biosfere, we 
are all reduced to our vital addiction to air and its power of life and destruction. 

I’m a plant. I stand on my human’s desk, I stare at her and I think. I’ve got plenty of time for 
that ! Isn’t it funny how simply air flows from her to me ? She breaths, takes my oxygene, 
gives me CO2. Inspire, expire, inspire, expire, inspire, … I don’t think my human realizes un-
til which extend she is sharing this air. How dare she appropriate it? We are all particles, 
breathing finer particles to live and later disappear and merge with other particles.

Donna Haraway, in her Tentacular thinking theory, talks about this movement. She de-
fines every human and non-human actor in the biosfere as wayferers. They passively fol-
low a flow in the tight network, the tentacles of the chtulucene. 

I can very much relate to this theory as I am, myself, a spider plant. My numerous leaves 
own the special capacity of reducing indoor air pollution in the form of formaldehyde. I 
extend my tentacles, capture and release my particles. It is as a very small difference 
that I make in my world but I’m proud of it. Don’t misinterpret it, sometimes it’s hard ! 
I see my leaves loosing their bright colors, I have difficulties standing straight and in 
those moments, I start thinking about destruction… Maybe soon, my particles will belong 
somewhere else.  

 « In this Anthropocene age; the era in which man has become one of the most important 
factors influencing the biological, geological and atmospheric processes on Earth, air is 
an essential good to protect and promote the development of green technologies. »  
breath.austria collective

In the following weeks, through some readings on this vaste subject, I will try to think 
deeper, understand my position in this flow of particles, in this anthropocene age where 
destruction is so central. 

GENEROSITIY



The human being is dependent on natural ressources and won’t hesitate arming our pla-
net to get them. Can’t you see the paradoxe? Breathe we said. And while you breathe, 
continue chopping trees, extracting oil, emitting toxic gaz…
The Congo basin hosts the second biggest rainforest in the world, one of the most threate-
ned ecosystems. It contains an impressive flora and is one of the origin places for the spi-
der plant, which I mentioned in my introduction.

Wood, oil, diamonds, coltan, gold, the global demand for these materials is constantly 
increasing. The deforestation has gone completely out of control. This massive issue has 
been attributed to illegal commercial lugging activities. By opening new roads deeper and 
deeper into the forest, men are given the possibility to spread. They reach new areas of 
the forest and extend the disaster. Most of the actors come from the outside but today, 
75 million people are settled in the Congo bassin and rely on the forest as a supply for 
subsistence and raw materials. This dependence creates a constant pressure, increasing 
with the population. We are facing here a complexe phenomenon of exhaustion. This re-
gion in known to be one of the poorest place. Some of those 75 million people live a daily 
struggle to provide themselves with a decent life. But by using the ressources they have, 
they are driving this huge rainforest towards exhaustion. Could we say then, that men 
have taken so much power over nature, that both can’t cohabite in a stable balance? But 
aren’t we nature as well? By exhausting this rainforest for our own good, are we exhaus-
ting our own specie.

Rainforests cover 6% of land on earth but produce 40% of our oxygen. If we don’t find 
a way to reduce deforestation, the Congo rainforest could be gone within 40 years. This 
spiral of exhaustion has oxygen in its center. So breathe, breathe consciously, and don’t 
forget to thank the forest.

EXHAUSTION



The rainforest of the Congo basin together with the Amazon forest are sometimes called 
« the lungs of the earth » for their significant dimensions and their ability to take in car-
bone dioxide and give out oxygen. By picturing the rainforest as a vital organ, this saying 
personifies the planet, which becomes a breathing creature.

To understand the involvement of the rainforest in the planetary system, we shall try to 
think about our own system: the organism. We are a big machine composed of so many 
organs we can vaguely name and sometime place. We know very little about about it and 
still, we feel it every second. This extraordinary machine can make us so strong and so 
vulnerable when ill, injured or simply tired. The human being, despite its capacity of ra-
tionalizing, understanding and judging, is sometimes incapable of experiencing its own 
body as a thing. Although, with a little effort of imagination, we can see ourselves made 
out of puzzle pieces, part of a greater system.

The awareness of our materiality questions the feeling of superiority that we have on 
what we consider as things. We perceive the joy of fresh air going in and out our healthy 
lungs, we perceive the fear of asphyxia on our diseased lungs, we perceive pain, tiredness 
and relief. But when taken out of the body, all we see is a piece of meat. If this organ and 
all the puzzle building the human being can so easily become a thing when unplugged 
from its system, then our ability of feeling may not be enough to make us different than 
what we commonly call things. 

We call a tree a thing, we call a forest a thing. But if we call a human being a thing as well, 
than the whole hierarchy that our own specie has set can be questioned. If a lung is a 
lung, independently of it belonging to a person or to a planet, if a lung is a puzzle piece, a 
thing that has the power to breathe or asphyxiate, then what does this massive defores-
tation really means?

A LUNG, A THING



TEXT

AFTERLIFE FLOW



I am a spider plant, a decoration standing on a shelf of a living room. I sit there and often 
observe my owner laying on the couch and watching TV. I would like to tell you about what 
I saw and how I felt the other day.
I
t was a cold Sunday afternoon outside. A pleasant heat was coming from the fire place, 
where chopped wood was slowly vanishing into dust. At first, I didn’t especially enjoy the 
scary show happening on the screen: a terrifying monster, too much cruelty, too much 
destruction. I by far preferred the background of cracking, sparkling and smoking that 
emanated from the fire place.

But then she changed chain. It looked like a documentary, we were virtually flying over a 
stunning scenery. It was so green, so fresh, so broad, so beautiful and yet in pain. I reco-
gnized instantly that place, which I originally come from. It was the Congo basin rainforest.

I have to admit that I was equally frightened by this second chain my owner picked. Be-
cause here, I could see monsters too. I saw monsters because I saw destruction. I won’t 
teach you anything new when I claim that destruction is everywhere on the planet. We are 
heading towards a future in which only monsters can survive.

It is past the time when we used to be considered as individuals. We know now, as esta-
blished in my previous writings, that life is an entanglement of units, a « co-making of 
living things ». Nevertheless, we also know that each ecosystem that ever existed on the 
planet host monsters and therefore carries destruction. This is the reason why life is a 
vulnerable concept.

In this documentary and in so many others, it is a common mean of communication to 
highlight the different monsters in the planetary destruction in order to trigger fear and 
guilt. While wood metaphorically died into fire next to her, my owner witnessed the conse-
quences of monstrosity on her own web of life.

MONSTER STORY



The same river twice: Nature, Media, and Philosophy in the Anthropocene - E. Turpin

On March 22nd 2018, Etienne Turpin gave a conference called «The same river twice: Na-
ture, Media, and Philosophy in the Antropocene.» The title refers to Heraclitus’s saying 
«no man ever steps in the same river twice, for it’s not the same river and he’s not the 
same man» but the landscape Etienne Turpin portrays has an extra dimension: a virtual 
space. During his talk, he highlighted the power of digital communication and gave a cer-
tain physicality to the various possible supports. He offered an exploration of an extended 
repertoire of architecture sites.  

It is with a lot of humor and irony that Etienne Turpin exemplified his sayings through 
Beyonce’s work.  In the empire of communication there is a giant and quick flow of infor-
mation, where the exactitude, becomes secondary to the emotion. Beyonce’s clip «For-
mation» provoke the police and pays tribute to the black minorities. Her performance is 
a communication infrastructure, built on two architectural virtual sites: the super ball 
and the video clip. She takes advantage on visibility and notoriety to trigger emotions, 
because they are the engin that will get the communication machine going.

Unlike a physical architectural site, the virtual one doesn’t have borders. Communication 
spreads on an undefined web for an undefined duration and undefined consequences. It 
spreads everywhere, touches any kind of people regardless of their geographical position 
and when used wisely, can raise awareness and solidarity.

Etienne Turpin’s work focuses on the design of knowledge infrastructure, both on physical 
and virtual space. The accessibility to digital platforms enables solicitation processes, 
where people get involved, share through social media, create bond which lead towards 
solidarity and community reducing risks together. By signaling every incident or drama 
caused by the environment, we are offering to the antropocene a recording process.

VIRTUAL SPACE
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